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A  R E T A I L  F I T  O U T  W I T H  S T Y L E

The END. Clothing store’s spatial design is open and uncluttered. Focus is created using
elegant grey sofas and eye-catching, textured shelving with a Japanese styling. An
iconic neon sign, reading ‘END’ was hung at the entrance to the store, setting the tone for
the contemporary experience awaiting shoppers inside. STANLIL were instructed to
undertake the construction contract. Included was Category A+ works involving
significant structural steel works to allow the split levels arrangement to be possible.
Additional requirements were to carry out specialist detailed concrete cutting to allow
the required finish effects to be applied to the bespoke staircases and other hard
structures throughout.
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L I G H T I N G  T R O U G H S  P R O V I D E  D I R E C T I O N A L  L I G H T I N G

Lighting troughs and pockets provided by STANLIL allow for individual directional
spotlights at regular intervals to be embedded in the store ceiling without breaking the
clean lines of the highly finished ceiling. This runway effect complements the strong,
clean lines favoured by the interior design of the store. The quality of light is consistent
throughout, and the white directional lights are contrasted to the blue branded light
boxes positioned throughout the store.

CONTEMPORARY FINISHES

Shoppers at END.Clothing stores are looking to be introduced to an eclectic array of
international fashion brands, including Japanese design and high-end sportswear.
END.Clothing has been developing its global reputation for the last decade and is now a
brand leader on the High Street. The END.Clothing store in Glasgow is a first for Scotland.

WORKING WITH A TRUSTED RETAIL FIT OUT CONTRACTOR

Brands with a High Street reputation to uphold need a contractor with the experience and
skills which can guarantee excellent work even when the deadlines and the schedules
are punishing. STANLIL brings traditional values and craftsmanship to the fast-paced
world of 21st century retail, and never stints on quality or professionalism.
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